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direction changes of neighboring points, thus the name
Direction Change-based Polygonal Approximation
(DCPA). Based on two scans in x- and y-coordinates,
DCPA has a linear time complexity. The parameters of
DCPA are set according to the intrinsic characteristics
of given digital curves. Therefore, DCPA is generally
applicable to various digital curves.

Abstract
A linear-time algorithm is proposed for polygonal
approximation of digital curves. The direction changes
of the x- and y-coordinates are traced to generate a
new, compact representation of curves. The algorithm,
Direction Change-based Polygonal Approximation
(DCPA), has two advantages: linear time complexity
and insensitivity to parameter setting. Benchmark
results demonstrate the competitive performance of
DCPA using standard assessment techniques.

2.
DCPA:
Direction
Polygonal Approximation

Before introducing the proposed DCPA algorithm,
we first formalize the polygonal approximation
problem. Assume that a digital curve has N points,
each of which has only two neighbors in its 8neighborhood. Polygonal approximation is basically
discovering dominant points for constructing a polygon
with minimum deviation from the original curve and
Ç
, where 0½É is
with a high compression ratio %4 L 

1. Introduction
Polygonal approximation of digital curves has been
an important research topic since the beginning of the
digital image [2,3,5,13]. The main idea is to find the
dominant points (DPs), or landmarks of a curve, which
are usually discrete endpoints of straight line segments.
The boundary curve of a shape is then represented by
enough points for a visually satisfying approximation.
It has wide applications in computer vision, such as
shape matching and video tracking.
Many methods have been developed to create the
approximation. Perez [8] developed the optimum
algorithm for minimizing global error with complexity
1:/0 6 ;, where 0 and / are the number of points and
DPs respectively. Nguyen [9] designed a threshold-free
method using the width of blurred segments in
1:0HKC0;. Davis [3] applied the Haar transform to the
differences of x- and y-coordinates with different
tolerances to filter harmonics in linear time. Bhwmick
[1] introduced a linear time complexity algorithm,
which depends on a certain approximation criterion
and error tolerance. These algorithms either have
superlinear time complexities or depend on certain
criteria or different kinds of parameters.
Our approach improves on the complexity of the
polygonal approximation and parameter independence.
The proposed algorithm detects DPs based on the
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ÇµÁ

the number of DPs.
The x- or y-coordinates of each point have three
types of direction, i.e., +1, 0 and -1. A digital curve is
then represented by two sets of direction labels, each of
which is a sequence denoted by S. For example, the
curve shown in Figure 1(a) has 5ë = {-----0--} and
5ì ={++--0-00} respectively. Since the x- and ycoordinates will be processed in the same way, we use
S for simplicity in the following analysis.

Sx: - - - - - 0 - Sy: ++- -0-00
(a)

Sx: - - - - - - Sy: 00-0--0
(b)

Sx: - - - - S : +++++
y

(c)

Figure 1. Direction changes of curves in x- and
y-coordinates (clockwise)
A straight line has no changes in directions. Note
that 0 in  means no direction change. Hence, it does
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For example in Figure 2(b), S (clockwise) in the ycoordinate is --0--0+0++, and its corresponding 5½ = {0-0+0+}, and 5Ç = {2121112}. The first recorded
direction is -, and the direction change happens at the
seventh point (+) in S (i=5 the fifth point in 5½ ), which
is labeled as a DP (red square). The location of DP is
.½É L s E  Ã9?5
Ý@5 5Ç :F; L y. Note that the scan order
is reversed if given in a counterclockwise order.
A special case has to be considered when
calculating locations of DPs. Assume that a DP is
identified at 5½ :E; , and there are more than two
successive points with the same x- or y-coordinates
before it, i.e., 5½ :E F s; L r and 5Ç :E F s; R t . To
minimize the error between the approximation polygon
and the curve, the location of DP is adjusted to the
middle of the successive point set. The threshold J in
Scan 1 is to determine if the adjustment is necessary.
Ì¿ :Ü?5;
.½É L ÃÜ?6
á EBs O 5Ç :E F s; O ä (4)
Ý@5 5Ç :F; E
6
To suppress the duplicated DPs on independent
scanning of x- and y-coordinates, we first scan x, and
skip the neighbors of already identified DPs ( ê ,
initialized by empty set ö when scanning x) from scan
results of x when scanning y. Such an example is
shown in Figure2(c), the point marked in red dot is
found by Scan 2 on x, and two points marked by
squares are found by Scan 1 on y, so the one marked
by a blue square will not be considered as a DP.

not imply a dominant point. The changes of direction
labels  : í RU í :   signify a dominant point,
which separates two straight lines. Therefore,  can be
simplified to a shorter direction change sequence 5½
with counts of identical occurrences 5Ç . For example,
 = {++0000++---00} is simplified to 5½ = {+0+-0}
with 5Ç = {24232}. This expression shares a similar
idea to run-length encoding [14]. In the next two
subsections, we will introduce how DCPA identifies
dominant points by scanning 5½ and 5Ç twice.

2.1. Scan 1: single direction change
In a digital curve, line segments can be formed by a
set of points with single direction changes. In Scan 1,
we determine DPs by identifying the two endpoints of
a segment with at least J single direction changes. For
example in Figure 2(a), the segments (in dots) have
more than J single direction changes in x- or ycoordinates, and have different directions from other
segments (in triangles) of the curve. The DPs identified
are marked by red squares.
In the DCPA algorithm, J is empirically set to 4
according to observations in experiments where J O v
leads to over-fitting issues and J P v causes underfitting issues. When scanning ith component of 5½ , if its
corresponding 5Ç :E; R ä , the location of DPs (two
endpoints) are given as:
Starting point: .½É L s E ÃÜ?5
(1)
Ý@5 5Ç :F;
Ending point: .½É L s E ÃÜÝ@5 5Ç :F;
(2)
Note that 1 is added at right-hand side of equation
(1) and (2) as 5Ç :F; only records the number of
successive direction changes.

Sy: - -+++++++- SD: -+(a). Scan 1

2.3. Refinement of dominant points
The two independent scanning processes can find
redundant dominant points, which will be eliminated to
attain a high compression. This refinement process
considers the included angle à formed by connecting
neighboring DPs. The DP at the vertex of angle à can
be deleted when: 1) syr¹ Q à Q szr¹; or 2) à O syr¹,
but there is a negligible effect (<sr¹) on its neighborinduced angles before and after deleting this DP.
The DCPA algorithm is described in Figure 3,
including the functions for finding and refining
dominant points.

S : - -0- -0+0++
y
S : -0-0+0+
D

(b). Scan 2

(c). DP conflict

Figure 2. Examples of scans and conflict DPs

2.2. Scan 2: quasi-single direction change

2.4. Complexity analysis

In Scan 1, we identify ideal line segments that are
composed of a series of contiguous points with single
direction change. In Scan 2, we seek DPs for the
segments with quasi-single direction changes.
When scanning 5½ , the first non-zero direction is
recorded as 5½ßÓÔÞ . A dominant point is marked if ith
component has an opposite direction 5½ :E; L  F5½ßÓÔÞ .
The location .½É is calculated as:
.½É L s E ÃÜ?5
(3)
Ý@5 5Ç :F;

This section analyzes the time complexity of
DCPA. As described in Figure 3, DCPA involves 4
steps. The runtime of step 1 is 1:0 E 0Ì ;, where 0æ
is the number of S. Step 2 takes 1:0 E 0Ì HKC6 0½Éã ;
for searching the neighbors in &2ë when scanning y.
0½Éã is the number of DPs after scanning x. Step 3 and
4 cost 1:0½É ;. The overall time complexity of DCPA
is 1:0 E 0Ì HKC6 0½Éã ; . Since 0Ì L 0 in the worst
case and 0½Éã ' 0, the total time complexity is linear.
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Merit is computed from  L

3. Experimental Evaluation

   L 

In this section, we present our experimental results
evaluated by two widely used criteria.

We use three of the most popular benchmarks for
polygonal approximation of digital curves, semicircle,
leaf, chromosome [2] to evaluate the proposed DCPA.
The first evaluation criterion is the most frequently
¼Ë
Ç
used 6DUNDU¶VILJXUH of merit (FOM L 
L
),
ÇµÁ HÂÌ¾

integrating compression ratio (CR) and integral square
error (ISE) [12]. Rosin [11] proposed Merit to compare
approximation methods with the optimum algorithm[8].
DCPA: Direction Change based Polygonal Approximation
Input: direction sequence: S
Output: Approximation polygon
Main:
1. &2ë = find_DP (5ë ,ö)
2. &2ì = find_DP (5ì , &2ë )
3. &2O = refine (&2ë ,&2ì )
4. Construct a polygon by connecting all DPs;
// function of find_DP
p| = find_DP(S,) (êã generated DPs during scans,
initialized as ö)
1. Convert  to 5½ and 5Ç , 0æ = length(S)
2. Set 5½ßÓÔÞ the first non-zero 5½
3. next = i+1; prev = i-1;
4. if i==0æ then next = 1;
5. if i==1
then prev = 0æ ;
6. for i = 1to 0æ
7.
if 5½ (prev) Ñ ê and 5½ (next) Ñ ê then
8.
if 50Ü R ä then
9.
use eq. (1) and (2) to determine &2
10.
if 5½ :E; L  F5&PDEO then
11.
use eq.(3) or (4) to determine &2;
// function of refine
p| = refine (p| ,p| )
1. .½É L HK?=PEKJKBk&2ë ë &2ì oâ
2. 0½É = length(.½É );
3. for i = 1 to 0½É
4.
next = i+1;
5.
if i==0½É then next = 1;
ì
?ì
6.
à:E; L =N?P=J ÙÐãß Ô ;

13.
14.

H srr , where 'âãç and 'Ôããåâë

3.2. Evaluation results
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the proposed
method DCPA and %KRZPLFN¶V RSWLPDO $'66 >1],
which is also a linear-time algorithm but sensitive to
the parameter settings of an error tolerance R and 0½É .
It is worth to note that our algorithm does not rely on
the setting of thresholds, and can be directly applied to
any input curves without parameter adjustments. More
importantly, on the two benchmarks (Chromosome and
Semicircle) shown in Figure 4, our proposed algorithm
can generate a better approximation with less error.

ADSS[1]: W = 1, NDP = 11

ADSS[1]: W = 1, NDP = 20

DCPA: NDP = 12

DCPA: NDP = 24

Figure 4. Benchmark comparisons
Figure 5 shows polygonal approximation results of
DCPA on Leaf benchmark and two other digital
curves. The well-fitting results demonstrate DCPA is
applicable to digital curves in various shapes and on
different scales.

ëÙÐãß ?ëÔ

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

ÆÌÛÛÝÚã

H srr, and

are errors of the optimum and approximation algorithm
respectively with the same 0½É . /Ôããåâë is the
number of DPs produced by the approximation
algorithm, and /âãç is the number of DPs that the
optimum algorithm needs to produce the same error,
approximated by interpolation of two closest integer
values. Approximation algorithms are ranked
according to  L  ¥(E@AHEPU H 'BBE?EAJ?Uä

3.1. Benchmarks and evaluation criteria

ÂÌ¾

ÆÚÛß

¾ÚÛß
¾ÌÛÛÝÚã

if szr¹- à (i)< sr¹ then
delete &2 at .½É :E;;
else
prev = i-1;
if i==1 then prev = 0½É ;
calculate à"(prev) , à"(next) assuming that
a DP at .½É :E; is deleted;
if à"(prev)-à(prev)| < sr¹
& à"(next)-à(next) |< sr¹ then
delete &2 at .½É :E;;

Figure 5. Polygonal approximations of DCPA

Figure 3. Algorithm DCPA
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Table 1 compares DCPA with other popular
algorithms [5-7] evaluating on three benchmarks by the
first criterion. We show the assessment of 0½É , CR,
ISE, MaxE (Maximal Error), and FOM. Since FOM
relates to 0½É , we compare our results with those
having a similar value of 0½É . DCPA outperforms
other algorithms on chromosome and semicircle by
improving more than 37% on FOM, and has a lower
MaxE and similar ISE on the leaf benchmark.

DCPA an easy-to-use algorithm. Evaluation results on
benchmarks demonstrate the proposed method
outperforms other popular techniques by improving the
value of FOM and Merit and reducing the
approximation error.

Table 1. Evaluating on Benchmarks by FOM
Benchmark

Algo.

0½É

CR

ISE

MaxE

FOM

Chromosome

Marji [5]
Masood[6]
Nguyen[7]
DCPA

12
12
15
12

5
5
4
5

8.03
7.76
5.69
4.93

0.895
0.88
0.686
0.417

0.623
0.65
0.703
1.013

Leaf
Figure5(a)

Marji [5]
Masood[6]
Nguyen[7]
DCPA

22
23
24
25

5.45
5.22
5
4.8

13.21
10.61
9.989
10.20

0.78
0.74
0.728
0.626

0.413
0.49
0.50
0.471

Semicircle

Marji [5]
Masood[6]
Nguyen[7]
DCPA

26
22
22
24

3.92
4.64
4.68
4.25

9.01
8.61
10.31
5.714

0.74
0.72
0.784
0.329

0.435
0.54
0.454
0.744

(a) P = 2, NDP = 30

DCPA

Massod[6]
Ramer[10]
Nguyen[7]

ISE
21.66
150.53
5.7141
9.82
5.27
10.31

Fidel.
95.7
93.3
88.93
817
76.9
67.99

Effi.
98.6
98.7
95.76
95.8
92.6
86.36

Merit
97.1
96.0
92.28
88.5
84.4
76.6

(d)
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Table 2. Rosints assessments on semicircle
0½É
13
6
24
21
26
22

(c)

Figure 6. Different Ä and Extreme cases

Table 2 is a comparison between our DCPA and
five high-rank techniques on the semicircle benchmark
evaluated by Merit. DCPA ranked behind the first two
algorithms [4] and [11], which have few dominant
points, leading to loss of information and large ISE
(about 4 and 26 times of our ISE 5.7).
Algo.
Lowe[4]
Banerjee[2]

(b) P = 5, NDP = 20

Rank
1
2
3
-

In section 2, we claimed that the threshold J is fixed
to 4 and experimental results verified its effectiveness.
Figure 6(a) and (b) demonstrate issues of over-fitting
and under-fitting when J is not set to 4.
Our future work will focus on analyzing special
patterns of digital curves referring to methods like
change-point estimation [15]. For example in Figure
6(c) where a digital curve has zig-zag order of pixels
with more than 4 pixels in each line, DCPA has
limitations on identifying the correct approximation
shown in Figure 6 (d).

4. Conclusion
In this paper, a new efficient algorithm for polygon
approximation, DCPA, is proposed. Through scanning
the direction changes on x- and y-coordinates, DCPA
can efficiently find effective dominant points in linear
time. The insensitivity to parameter setting makes
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